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When we think about heating and 
cooling, we often neglect to consid-

er the energy consumed by components 
we take for granted such as fans, wheth-
er for distributing air into a room or for 
feeding it into a burner for combustion. 
The energy consumed by fans depends on 
many aspects, but in a high-power burner 
(> 1 MW) the percentage of energy con-
sumed by fans is about 30 – 40% of the 
total needed to run the system, which can 
range from 150W for a small ventilator to 
25 kW for a large burner. In fact, in resi-
dential and domestic burners (up to 100 
kW thermal power), due to small geome-
tries, the percentage can be much higher, 
with up to 80% of the electrical energy for 
the system consumed by fan. 

In addition, new ecology regulations 
in EU Directive 125/2009 addressing 
fans for industrial purposes fixes lim-
its of about 40 – 50% for fan power con-
sumption, putting additional pressure on 
manufacturers to improve their products. 
There is, in fact, great potential for sav-
ing energy as well as manufacturing costs 
in a well-designed fan, and here modeling 
plays a very important role because it not 
only saves considerable engineering time 
but also results in optimal designs. By re-
ducing power consumption, it is possible 
to use a smaller motor to obtain the same 
performance. Other benefits include re-
ducing the overall weight of burners and 
improved design of the components in the 
combustion head. 

This type of continual development is 
part of our job at Riello Burners. We are 
an internationally active company in the 
fields of oil and gas combustion, ventila-
tion systems and hydraulic pumping. Our 
headquarters and main production facil-
ity is in Legnago near Verona, Italy, and 
we employ roughly 600 people. In terms 
of burners, we manufacture high-efficien-
cy low maintenance burners with capaci-
ties from 10 kW to 32 MW, and they are 
used in the full range of residential and 
commercial heating applications as well 
as in industrial processes.

Two Key Components
The ventilating structure is fundamen-

tal to a burner because it ensures a con-
tinuous and appropriate flow of air into 
the combustion head where the flame is 
located. There are two principle venti-
lation components: the rotating wheel 
or impeller, and the external chassis in 
which it operates, and this is also called a 
volute. The basic challenge when design-
ing a fan is to determine the configura-
tion of the impeller and volute so as to 
obtain high values of static pressure and 

flow rate at the volute’s outlet while also 
maintaining high mechanical efficiency, 
which means less electricity required to 
run the fan.

The particular fan we recently studied 
is a relatively complex system and con-
sists of an impeller with 13 backward-
curved blades and a volute with a linearly 
expanding external radius (Fig 1). 

Prior to using COMSOL Multiphysics, 
we developed our fans and created their 
characteristic curves using only experi-
mental tests with Pitot tubes; these are 
tubes with only one open end which is 
pointed directly into the fluid flow, and 
the static pressure measured inside the 
tube corresponds to the flow using Ber-

noulli’s equation. The problem with this 
type of testing is that if you change the 
geometry or some physical boundary con-
dition you must run new tests, each re-
quiring almost an entire day. 

In an effort to make a better choice be-
tween the geometries and to reduce design 
time, we turned to mathematical model-
ing. Using the “frozen rotor” method, the 
construction of a model and running of 
the computations usually takes only two 
hours. I now have a rapid way to test new 
concepts or designs that I first work out 
using theoretical methods based on fluid 
dynamics and mathematical resolution of 
some partial differential equations. The 
numerical simulations then point me in 
the direction of the configuration that’s 
probably the best one from the outset.

Before simulating, we would create and 
test tens of physical prototypes during the 
course of a year. Most of the time, these 
models would exhibit some problem. With 
COMSOL, I’ve used two possible geomet-
ric configurations of the volute which we 
created and tested. The final configura-
tion has exhibited no problems and has 
very good performance. The time between 
starting the models and the ending of ex-
perimental tests was about one month 
compared to a year.

A Fixed and Moving Geometry  
in One Model

Simulating the flow in the total air 
domain in the overall structure is typi-
cally a difficult task using computational 
fluid dynamics due to the interaction of 
a moving geometry (the impeller) and a 
fixed geometry (the volute). To attack this 
problem, we use the frozen rotor method, 
which is a numerical technique for ap-
proximating the flow velocity field at the 
geometric interface between a rotating 
air domain in the impeller and the static 
air domain in the volute. Using COM-
SOL’s CFD Module, we computed a veloc-
ity v1 in the entire geometry assuming a 
flow entering axially from the center disk 
of the fan and leaving the housing from 

Fig 1. Geometry of a burner ventilation fan con-
sisting of the rotating impeller in the center and 
an expanding volute.
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the outer section without considering any 
rotation. The result is the “frozen” veloc-
ity field into the impeller, and more im-
portantly, the value of v1 is used in the 
frozen rotor equations for the boundary 
data for v2. Then a second computation 
determines this field only in the domain 
of the volute (Fig. 2).

With experiments we determined that 
the fan pressure computed by the simu-
lation has a profile that is in very good 
agreement with experiments. These good 
results proved to us that the frozen rotor 
method can be a valid algorithm for simu-
lating the rotating fluid domains in the 
static casings. 

I found the software particularly ef-
ficient in creating the geometry and the 
mathematical treatment of the boundary 
conditions where I can express them us-
ing analytical formulas. For example, in 
the frozen rotor method, the correct for-
mulation of the velocity field on the in-
terface between the rotating and static 
domain is very difficult to obtain without 
the ability to declare the algebraic condi-
tions of compatibility.

I have noticed that a significant ad-
vantage of using COMSOL for our ven-
tilation structures is a more optimized 
shape of the volute, which results in a 
more laminar and therefore more effi-
cient air flow towards the burner’s com-
bustion head. This improved flow means 
that we can use less electric power and 
yet achieve the same flow rate. For the 

end user (e.g. a family or a company), 
the direct advantage can be a less expen-
sive burner; the more-important indirect 
advantage is the total energy saving for 
the environment. For example, if for a 

ventilator we could reduce the power 
consumption from 250W to 200W with 
the same flow rate, the energy savings 
in the case of 10,000 parts/year – typical 
annual sales volume for a fan of the type 
being modeled – is 0.5 MW that need not 
burden the environment.

Future plans for COMSOL are to de-
velop a model that starts with the frozen 
rotor method and couples flow and mate-
rials structures because one of the more 
important challenges in the field of fans 
is to minimize vibrations, energy losses 
and noise.  n
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Fig. 2. Streamlines showing the velocity into the impeller and the velocity into the housing
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